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The Best We Can Be: How Toxic Masculinity Creates a Second Inescapable Situation for Inmates

Mariah Woodson

Toxic masculinity is a concept that has been in modern society for some time now.\(^1\) However, the recent release of the controversial Gillette razor commercial has sparked an uptick in discussions, from those who lauded the company for addressing the negative traits often associated with traditional masculinity to those who felt as though the company was unfairly targeting masculinity altogether.\(^2\) Regardless of where one falls on the debate, there is no denying the need for conversation.\(^3\) One point of discussion is what areas of our society embody these traits the most?\(^4\) An area that may be less intuitive are prisons and the criminal justice system.\(^5\) According to a study released by the Bureau of Justice Statistics in 2016, there were 1,395,141 male prisoners under the jurisdiction of state or federal correctional authorities compared to 111,616 female prisoners.\(^6\) The disparity of male prisoners to female prisoners has led a few to conclude that incarceration is not an equal opportunity punishment.\(^7\) Not only that, but the rate of men incarcerated in the United States could make traits of toxic masculinity more prevalent.\(^8\) This article will explore why this may be the case and why the negative effects of hegemonic masculinity on inmates have not been addressed.

PART 1: BACKGROUND

In January 2019, an article by the New York Times released in the wake of the explosive reaction to the Gillette advertisement was entitled “We Believe:
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3. Salam’s article lays the groundwork for this article. For example, it mentions the release of guidelines that show that men and boys are socialized in a specific way that limits their ability to explore other aspects of masculinity.
4. *Ibid.* (The article mentions several areas of interest, including sports, crime, and education where traditional norms of masculinity are found to be most prevalent).
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The Best Men Can Be.” In the article, the writer mentions the guidelines that had been published by the American Psychological Association for psychologists and social workers who work with boys and men. The release of the guidelines was revolutionary as males typically did not have a guideline published specifically for them as maleness historically has been seen as the norm in society. However, the release of the guidelines has brought to the forefront the idea that traditional masculinity may lead to negative effects in mental and physical health. The guidelines acknowledge that men and boys have unique health and psychological challenges due to some of the effects of traditional masculinity such as increased suicide rates and feelings of loneliness. Men also are more likely to go to prison, commit the majority of violent crimes in America and elsewhere. No matter what aspect of society, there is evidence of traditional, or hegemonic, masculinity’s influence.

R. W. Connell, an Australian sociologist, explored the concept in her gender order theory in which he recognized that there were multiple masculinities that vary across time, culture and the individual. Hegemonic masculinity in particular is derived from the theory of cultural hegemony developed by Antonio Gramsci. Instead of social classes as Gramsci discussed, hegemonic masculinity explores the dominance of men in society and the marginalization of women and other gender identities that deviate from the male norm. The theory posited what represented the ideal form of manhood and how society has required men to adhere to it while disregarding and dominating notions of what is considered femininity. Such characteristics included violence, aggres-
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sion, emotional restraint, and toughness. Such characteristics have been indicative of the male experiences even in students.

As mentioned before, men and boys perpetrate more conventional crimes than women and girls and hegemonic masculinity has offered a few explanations for why that is. One such explanation was that gendered social conditions, also known as the “male sex role,” determine the types and amounts of crime perpetrated by men. Particular patterns of aggression have been associated with some of the traits of so-called traditional masculinity due to criminals attempting to pursue the traits of traditional masculinity. There have been problems with this line of reasoning, including the reductionism of gender roles stating that men are naturally aggressive.

Toxic masculinity better explains the traits that society tells men to pursue. The term toxic masculinity has been used to refer to an important feature of hegemonic masculinity in which practices such as physical violence is used to reinforce dominance of men. Toxic masculinity has also been used to refer to restrictive gender roles that prohibit men and boys from showing certain emotions outwardly in order to showcase dominant attitudes. In American prisons especially, this is prevalent as inmates and staff pursue traits such as self-reliance, domination through violence, and the avoidance of femininity and weakness. These factors have been linked to an increased rate of suicide among prisoners. This leads into the discussion of toxic masculinity in the criminal justice system and how its presence is detrimental to the health and security of prisoners. It is also antithetical to the purpose of the criminal
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justice system which is reformation of criminals in order to prepare some, if not most, of them for reintegration into society.\footnote{33}

\section*{PART 2: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOXIC MASCULINITY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE}

This article will examine three particular areas where traits of toxic masculinity are prevalent: in-prison sexual assault, other acts of physical violence, and the insufficiencies of mental health services for inmates.

Prison Rape Culture

From soap-on-a-rope to references on popular shows, prison rape has been the subject of ridicule for decades.\footnote{34} Perhaps due to the nature of the victims, the issue has not been taken seriously.\footnote{35} However, as highlighted by the Prisoner Resource Center, sexual assault is not a laughing matter, regardless of who the victims are.\footnote{36} The issue of sexual assault in prisons specifically relates to inmates at medium and high security federal prisons.\footnote{37} Rapists target younger inmates, those who are sexual offenders themselves, or those who are LGBT.\footnote{38} Juveniles are especially vulnerable, with youths who are incarcerated with adults being five times more likely to report being victims of sexual assault than if they were in a juvenile facility.\footnote{39}

Prison rape awareness as a serious issue is fairly recent, starting with the publication of a 1974 report which stated that of the 46 million Americans that would be incarcerated, 10 million of them would be sexually assaulted

\footnotetext{33}{Jim Rice, “This Province, so Meanly and Thinly Inhabited”: Punishing Maryland’s Criminals, 1681-1850, 19 Journal of the Early Republic 15, 15-42 (Spring, 1999).

34}{There was an episode entitled “A Date with the Booty Warrior” of the animated series called The Boondocks that often has a satirical take on cultural issues surrounding prisons. In the episode that aired in 2010, there was a scene that parodies the MSNBC show Lockup interview with Fleece Johnson of the Kentucky State Penitentiary.
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while in prison. The statistics over the years tell a more complicated story as statistics have varied from being widespread to extremely low. In 1992, the Federal Bureau of Prisons estimated that between 9 and 20 percent of inmates were sexually assaulted. A study in 1996 by Cindy Struckman-Johnson showed that at least 18 percent of the sexual assaults were carried out by prison staff. The National Inmate Survey that occurred between February of 2011 to May the following year has shown that at least 4 percent of state or federal correctional facilities have experienced sexual assault at least once. Another statistic showed that African-American inmates were more likely to be victims of sexual assault while in prison than their white counterparts.

Those who reported their sexuality or gender to be on the LGBT spectrum were the most likely to be victimized according to the survey. The report placed their rates at 12.2 percent as opposed to the rest of the heterosexual and cis-gendered population. In prison rape, the perpetrator and the victim are usually of the same sex. Rapists in male prisons typically identify as heterosexual and confine themselves to dominant sexual acts. The victims receive different treatment, being called denigrating names such as ‘punks’ and being forced to conform to submissive roles.
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The reporting has shifted, with more victims coming forward with increased counseling and inquiries as well as the fear of HIV and the benefit of treatment for the disease. There is evidence that these acts of sexual violence result in the increase of the spread of sexually transmitted diseases such as HIV. The danger is amplified when the prisoner who is victimized is unable to escape from the vicinity of the perpetrator and is at risk of being attacked repeatedly.

Many prisoners who commit sexual assault do so as a means to assert power over their victims. In a situation where an individual is likely to feel powerless and vulnerable themselves, such as being incarcerated, it becomes an imperative to maintain a sense of control and dominance in order to protect themselves. But rape culture encompasses much more than the mentality of the perpetrator and the victim. Broader rape culture, which is arguably a feature of toxic masculinity, involves the trivialization of rape and the refusal to acknowledge the harm that is caused by these acts. It is already an uphill battle for victims outside of prison; people may believe that an inmate deserves whatever treatment they receive as punishment for breaking the law and that the violation of their person is a source of ridicule.
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Other Acts of Physical Violence

Prison violence is a daily reality.60 Inmate on inmate violence has been reported that one in five incarcerated persons had been physically assaulted by another inmate.61 The acts can be carried out by a number of means ranging from fists to homemade weapons.62 Instrumental violence is more common in male prisons.63 With instrumental violence, perpetrators plan out their assaults on victims in order to establish dominance and gain peer admiration.64

Violence is prevalent in these environments because in correctional facilities where correctional officers are placed in an enclosed booth and are directed to watch over the inmates, the response to violence under their supervision is often strong and swift.65 However, there are often blind spots where the correctional officers are unable to observe and stop acts of violence.66 In other facilities where officers are more directly supervising the inmates, acts of violence may still occur when the guard’s back is turned.67 In facilities where there is overcrowding, there is ample opportunity for altercations where asserting order and authority is excessively difficult.68 The issue is exacerbated due to understaffing at numerous prisons.69

Survival behind bars means one has to show strength and power or risk becoming a victim themselves.70 This mentality is reflective of a broader feature of so-called traditional masculinity.71 After the Majory Stoneman Douglas
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masacre on Valentine’s Day 2018, comedian Michael Ian Black tweeted the following: “Deeper even than the gun problem is this: boys are broken.” He elaborated further, stating that there was no movement for men who are generally locked into a rigid model of masculinity that prevents the healthy expression of emotion.

Perhaps one of the best ways to hurt a man is to attack his very masculinity. Boys are raised with the expectation that violence is an acceptable part of their behavior and that anger is the only acceptable feeling to express openly. Violence is used to express emotions and distress when men are children and it is as they grow that aggression is used to assert power over one another. This socialization may increase the potential for boys to engage in general acts of violence due to the restriction of emotional expression and pressure to conform to expectations of dominance and aggression. It is no surprise that the risk factors associated with extreme aggressive behaviors parallel with violent crime perpetrators. A history of violent behavior, bullying, and volatile family relations are common risk factors for those who commit violent crimes.

Mental Health

As a general matter, men are less likely to seek mental health services than women, with one of the main reasons being traditional norms of masculinity. According to the American Psychological Association, men and boys are often told that showing emotion is a sign of weakness, hence the mantra “boys don’t cry.” Toxic masculinity, according to researcher Terry A. Kupers, in-
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volves the need to aggressively compete and dominate others.\textsuperscript{82} However, the toxic masculine norms are a feature of life for men in American prisons, where qualities of self-reliance, domination of other men through violence, and the suppression of emotions is adopted to cope with the harsh realities of incarceration.\textsuperscript{83} However, these norms have resulted in detrimental effects to the mental health of inmates, including psychological trauma and increased risk of suicide.\textsuperscript{84}

Toxic masculinity may not be the sole contributor to the insufficiencies of mental health services for incarcerated persons.\textsuperscript{85} Such factors include a general stigma and ineptitude in budgeting.\textsuperscript{86} Profit motive may play a role in trumping quality of services for prisoners and jeopardizing prisoner health.\textsuperscript{87} Perhaps an even larger reason why mental health issues are so prevalent is the stigmatization of the mentally ill.\textsuperscript{88}

In a 2016 case called \textit{Braggs v. Dunn}, an inmate named Jamie Wallace testified about the Alabama Department of Corrections’ policies and procedures when dealing with prisoner’s mental health.\textsuperscript{89} His testimony was difficult to understand and rife with outward showings of distress to the point where he needed to be taken to the judge’s chambers to complete this statement.\textsuperscript{90} Presiding Judge Thompson requested a report on Wallace’s condition and what the facility was doing to address it, but Wallace committed suicide before the report could be completed.\textsuperscript{91} In a rather poignant opinion, Judge Thompson called the mental health care system grossly inadequate and a violation of the Eighth Amendment’s Cruel And Unusual Punishment Clause.\textsuperscript{92} Afterwards, the Middle District Court of Alabama issued a liability opinion and a series of remedial orders that required the department to address the
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inadequacies. However, inadequate mental health treatment continues to this day with inadequate resources and failure to institute strategies to tackle this issue.

PART 3: POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The Prison Rape Elimination Act ("PREA") or was enacted by Congress in 2003 with unanimous support. Its purpose was to provide for the analysis of the incidence and effects of prison rape in correctional facilities across the country. The act created the National Prison Rape Elimination Commission with the purpose of developing policies aimed at addressing these violent acts. The passage of the act was spurred on in part by research done by the Human Rights Watch, which cast the issue in the serious light that it deserved. As a result of the passage of the act, prevention of prison rape became a top priority of the Department of Justice with annual reports regarding efforts to address prison rape.

As for other acts of physical violence, correctional facilities have been implementing measures to reduce instances of violence within the facilities. Supervision strategies as well as crisis intervention training evolved to foster more interaction between prison staff and inmates. Mental health awareness for prisoners has become a hot button issue for criminal justice reform advocates.
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However, there is still much work to be done in all three of these areas. Criticism regarding the PREA highlighted a lack of substantive action on the part of the Department of Justice in addressing the issue of prison rape. Mental health care for inmates, while improving in some instances, remains inadequate as a whole with suicide still being the number one cause of death within prison walls.

Alan Mills, Executive Director of the Uptown People’s Law Center (“UPLC”) in Chicago, Illinois is familiar with the issue of prison reform in the state. The center that he runs is a not-for-profit legal center that has been around since 1975. Among other practice areas the center focuses on prisoner rights and has made strides through numerous lawsuits targeting unconstitutional conditions within Illinois prisons. The first case addressing prison conditions was in 1981 and since then, there have been seven class action lawsuits regarding mental and physical care, excessive use of solitary confinement, and failure on the part of prisons to accommodate deaf and hard of hearing prisoners.

One such case is Rasho v. Baldwin, in which the UPLC entered into a settlement agreement in May 2016 with the Illinois Department of Corrections (“IDOC”). The case was brought on allegations of inadequate mental health treatment for inmates. After the settlement was implemented, UPLC continued to monitor conditions of several Illinois prisons. One year later, in May 2017, it was determined by Federal Court Monitor Pablo Stewart, MD
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that IDOC was not meeting the guidelines of the settlement agreement.\textsuperscript{113} While acknowledging improvements in mental health care and how the IDOC was hampered by the state budget crisis, the report also mentioned serious problems that still exist in several areas of inmate mental health care, including use of force and verbal abuse of inmates.\textsuperscript{114} The sense of urgency was apparent in the report, but and was not adequately addressed by IDOC.\textsuperscript{115} This led that the monitor to declare a state of emergency regarding its psychiatric care.\textsuperscript{116} The situation continued until June 8, 2018 when the Second Annual Report stated that the IDOC was noncompliant with eighteen of the Settlement agreement terms.\textsuperscript{117} UPLC moved for a preliminary injunction on the Department which was granted.\textsuperscript{118} The state has since filed a notice of appeal.\textsuperscript{119}

However, the issue is far from resolved. Illinois has moved from fiftieth in prison mental health care to forty-third in the country, meaning that there is still much to do.\textsuperscript{120} Meanwhile, UPLC has dealt with other areas of concern within prisons including violence against and among prisoners.\textsuperscript{121} Mr. Mills discussed a case that dealt with a young male victim of sexual assault who was placed in solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{122} The guards grilled him endlessly and threatened him with the revocation of his privileges should it be found that he was lying.\textsuperscript{123} Even though he had reported the incident to the investigator, he recanted out of fear.\textsuperscript{124} He eventually told his in-prison therapist about the assault.\textsuperscript{125} Word got out to the prison officials and he was sent to solitary confinement for allegedly lying.\textsuperscript{126} Guard on inmate violence is an issue as well, especially against prisoners with mental illnesses.\textsuperscript{127} According to Mr.
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Mills, there is a culture of violence among guards.\textsuperscript{128} There is no training to handle mentally ill prisoners and often the frustration and inadequate education on mental illness has resulted in violence against the inmates.\textsuperscript{129} Just recently, three prison guards have been arrested in connection to prison violence, though the problem is systemic.\textsuperscript{130}

One of the significant challenges that Mr. Mills acknowledged was that change in the prison system comes with an acknowledgment of its complexity.\textsuperscript{131} “On one level it is money. On another level, prisons have largely abandoned any claim of rehabilitation. The remedy for anything we do not like in society is to put them in cages. That is the problem we have to face. We have engaged in a forty-year long experiment that has been an abject failure.”\textsuperscript{132}

CONCLUSION

Toxic masculinity is a subject that has gained traction since the inception of the #MeToo movement and various other social movements.\textsuperscript{133} The issue is that hegemonic masculinity has elements that pervade most aspects of our culture, including treatment of disadvantaged and marginalized populations.\textsuperscript{134} What is even more alarming is the inability or unwillingness of our society to address the toxic elements of masculinity and reform what we perceive to be masculine norms.\textsuperscript{135} Based on the research, this does more harm than we think.\textsuperscript{136} Change may come with the acknowledgement of harmful aspects of masculinity while celebrating newer, positive characteristics that all genders can embrace. Only then may we begin to see the change that we want in the world.